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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to extract the future problems of remote classes, through the text
mining of university students’ reactions to one remote class using Mentimeter. The beginning of No-
vember 2020, a Zoom class was held which theme was social skill and its training, 46 students attended.
In the class, six questions include of answering practice were asked by a teacher, students answered
by Mentimeter. The results of 43 responses, 93 per cent of students were not worried about the use of
Mentimeter nevertheless of the remote class. From the text mining of reactions, it was suggested that
Mentimeter gave students enjoyment of the class by the ease of expressing mention from anonymity,
and the ease of comprehension visually of the aggregated results. But 7 per cent of students were wor-
ried about using, it was found that future research had to find students’ deadlocks in a remote class. It
was also found the task of searching study motivation of no answering students.
































































































































































































































































































（注1） Zoomは，Zoom Video Communications, Inc．
が提供するサービスである。
https://zoom.us/（Retrieved on January 12,
2021）




（注3） Google Formは，GoogleLCC が提供するサー
ビスである。
https : //www.google. com/ intl/ ja_ jp/ forms/
about/（Retrieved on January 12, 2021）
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